Adaptation corruption on earth on some of crimes in the words of jurisprudents
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Abstract: Some jurisprudents have described instances Described instances for corruption on earth. It is meant to eliminate waste and corruption. The term “corruption on earth” can mean the degradation and destruction of the land is used. in this study, the definition of the word, and so have dealt with corruption on earth. Then we give examples of corruption on earth, including repetition and habit of killing dhimmis, repeat the crime of stealing the shroud and exhumation; fire, throw in another home; kidnapping of property by deception; and false document; sorcerer and his mass murder, crime, drug use, and what is causing the decliner or wisdom; iterations of imprisonment penalties, they are. And the two elements of the crime of corruption on earth we have. Lawyers and jurists of this research is to identify the crimes that corruption on earth, it may help.
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Introduction

In any discussion of religious books independently as corruption on earth has been and only some of jurists and commentators, whether Shiite or Sunni, certain crimes as corruption on earth has been considered for the death penalty. for example, such things as corruption, and piracy in the habit of winding it up by force, fire destroyed homes and public places. most Muslim scholars, both Shiite and Sunni fighters and the enemies in theses terms are used. indeed, no difference between god and corruption on earth are not allowed. this study examines instances of corruption on earth are examples which explains.

The dictionary definition of the term corruption on earth

Anti-corruption expedient means ruin, destruction is disintegrating. Significant departure from anything in moderation is also used to specify the reason for adding ‘corruption’ to ‘corruption’ that practice committed to the organization and moderation of land destroyed and makes it unsuitable for human habitation. The legislature in article 183 of the penal code defines ‘anyone who create terror, fear and freedom and security of the people of god to take up arms and are spreading corruption on earth.’ war and corruption on earth it means the legislature is considered a crime and it should be noted that while is certainly a degree of corruption as well. there are some crimes. such as of war and corruption. in others not. corruption on earth peace on earth deprive criminals who are and safety and welfare of the public peace and threaten (MirMohammad Sadeghi, 2007).

A-Examples of corruption on earth

Great scholars in several cases other then fighting corruption on earth as it used to some causes of crime and punishment and adapted so that the crime have been corruption on earth, here are a few things to be mentioned as examples:

1-Repetition and habit of killing

Most religions retribution way against the interest in the book have been used to kill someone finds, the punishment is execution and in this they differ about the extent of corruption on earth is death. most scholars about the extent of corruption on earth, they (Helli, 1987), (ShahidSani, 1990).

2-Repeat offenses of theft and exhumation shroud

“Ibne Edris in sarayr” and “ShahidSani” is also the same: person who repeated Shroud theft and exhumation would be corrupt on earth.

3-Shed fire in another home

Sheikh tusi in nahayh book says:

Someone else’s home internationally set fire to ignite set fire to ignite excitement and his house with suites, the guarantor of what is lost, to be killed. Stated in the following words of Allama sheikh tusi says: corruption on earth knows the reason for the gray.
4- The rubbing of a property by false and forged document
Sheikh tosi in this regard is the amputation due to corruption on earth. He in Estesbar following his story about the letter and document stealing lie says: He is corrupt on earth.

5- Necromancer and magician homicide
Sheikh tosi stated otherwise in the book: Everybody does this act should his/her. Corruption on earth, and killing him is obligatory (Purpose a magician).

6- Crime drug use and what is the reason of deterioration or change in intellect
Some scholars about the term, the penalty for those who like bang and hemlock, and they use them to make changes or dementia, have been the subject of corruption. Among them is an them is an accomplished Fazele Meghdad.

7- Repeat offenses some of term
Some crimes sentenced after repeated mass limit and to the extent that some crimes less than murder is guilty of murder in the death of its replications. What can explain the basis of such penalties stated that after several repetition of the punishment or as much as corruption on earth will come about a person, because of corruption on earth has been realized in the habit of repeating itself. Moreover, Ibn hamza independently as corruption on earth has brought forth rulings and punishments.

Above, which was designed to address the inaccessibility of drug enforcement corruption on earth was because the above cannot be claimed as a judge for the crime of trafficking has been corruption on earth, spreading corruption on earth after the drug is but precisely the reason that the cases mentioned jurists to have corruption on earth, implement element of its realization as a corruptor on earth end can be found on the dealers.

8- Punished for corruption on earth some five essential interests
Ghazsali and some Shiite clerics have said the law aims to protect the interests of all the rules five forgery and to support them. The materials are: good faith, good faith, good sense, self-interest, expediency, honor and property interest, expediency, honor and property interests. Whatever that is guaranteed to keep the material itself is good and what is causing the loss of these materials, corruption and eliminate corruption as also advised. (Faiz, 1986).

Allama majlisi says: Five things that are necessary and essential to maintain law and all the prophets: First of religion, the soul, the third property, lineage fourth, fifth reason, privacy and kill infidels and heretics worship religion brought by current and wield the collective term limits and that they consider the style. Self preservation is to get retribution and blood money, because if you kill the murderer instead of the murdered and wounded in the exchange, or money do not hurt, kill and corruption in the world is pretty.

To protect marriage and the birth of slave girls and Dexter king prohibition of adultery and sodomy, and so they too are committed to make this. Protect property and enforce contracts Sharia to prohibit confiscation and theft of public property, and so commit them to god is now wield. Protect humans from other animals is the reason that that points to the prohibition of drinking wine and other intoxicating stuff, and now wield much of their corrosive. (Majlesi, 1988).

Due to the need to protect the interests of those and attacks and the loss of all or one of them if corruption is somehow specific factor and penalty as specified herein and is, instances of corruption on earth and what is the extent of the punishment is to be governed. However, the widespread practice or habit of repeating one or several of the above policy and threatened to destroy it if it is feasible faith, reason, self-generation, wide, honor, and property threatened the destruction of these materials by any act of corruption, destruction of much of the material by some of the most serious crimes that have been introduced is evidence of corruption on earth, it operates under the charge of corruption on earth would so severely punish corruption on earth and that is the murders to consider.

Drug trafficking, according to experts, and what is now clearly seen young people at risk of deterioration and weakness of the practice of sharia to the famous and forbidding evil spirit and idealism and faith erode and under ermine the right to be, leading to self –destruction and murder and non-addicts and the production process is to use the wisdom and the will to erode and weaken. So in practice the sun of the five aggregates and the threat goes away, so you can be the best examples of massive corruption on earth.

C- Two elements of mass corruption on earth
Two words amidst the mass of corruption on earth as true scholars of corruption on earth to eat two important elements of the crime of corruption on earth to realize that two elements must be established:
First: Corruption and crime as is the habit of or at least more than one or two times, or act in a way that its bad effects will spread to several other people. Basically, in all cases as the corruption on earth have seen this element.

Second: Offense and action will cause harm to the community and property of the community to the threat basically it works the border offenses committed does not exceed the corruption that goes on much corruption on earth as it is not true. it should be noted that the purpose of the land as a human community, not only pitch another important element of corruption on earth to establish the prevalence of corruption at the level of society – at least three people up – we have to take in to account.

Conclusions
1- anti-corruption expedient means ruin, destruction is disintegrating, significant departure from moderation is also used to specify the reason for adding “corruption” to “corruption “that practice committed to the organization and moderation of land destroyed and makes it unsuitable for human habitation. The legislature in article 183 of the penal code defines “anyone who create terror fear and freedom and security of the people of god to take up arms and are spreading corruption on earth.

2- great scholars in several cases other that fighting corruption on earth as it used to some causes of crime and punishment and adapted so that the items have been corruption on earth.

3- Crime, corruption on earth to realize that two elements must be established.

4- juris about corruption on earth and in instances where there have not brought about the independence debate.
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